ECE 6970 - Paper Reading and Presentation Assignments

Instructions: The paper reading + presentation assignments are performed in pairs (triples will be allowed depending on number of attendees). Please follow these instructions for selecting your paper.

I. Rank the papers in the list on the next page according to your preference.

II. Log into the Doodle link that will be made available on the course website (http://people.ece.cornell.edu/zivg/ECE6970.html) on Wednesday, Sep. 4th, at 5:00pm and mark your selection.

III. Pairs will be assigned automatically based on choices of papers.

IV. Each presentation assignment will encompass a full lecture (1:15 hours), with exact dates to be specified in class.

Notes:

• The Doodle poll is set so that up to 2 students can select the same paper. If all spots are taken by the time you try to make your selection, please write the course instructor an email (goldfeld@cornell.edu) and mention your top 3 choices. An assignment will be set manually in such cases.

• Upon the instructor’s authorization, it is possible to present a related paper that is not on the list. Students who would like to do that should contact the course instructor via email (goldfeld@cornell.edu) before Monday, Sep. 2nd, at noon. In your email mention the proposed paper, explain how it relates to the course material and the reason for your preference.

• Note that paper number [7] below will be split into two presentation assignment (the 1st on optimal transport and the 2nd on f-divergences and differential entropy estimation). This will be reflected in the Doodle poll.

• Additional papers may become available once those in the list are all assigned.
List of Papers:


